Kittaneh asked in [2] whether the commutator [C, X] has trace zero provided that [C, X] is a trace-class operator, where C is the Cesàro operator and X is a compact operator. In this note we give a sufficient condition for the trace of [C, X] to be zero. This condition suggests to update Kittaneh's question to what operators X will make [C, X] belong to the trace-class and will vanish the trace of such commutator.
Introduction
Let H be a separable, infinite dimensional, complex Hilbert space and denote by L(H) the algebra of all bounded linear operators on H, by C p (H) (or C p ) for p ∈ [1, +∞), the ideal of Schatten p-class and | · | p its norm, and by C ∞ (H) (or C ∞ ) the ideal of compact operators. For operators S, T in L(H), [S, T ] will denote the commutator ST − T S and D S will denote the self-commutator of S, that is [S * , S]. For T ∈ C 1 (H), tr(T ) will denote the trace of T. Weiss [3] proved that if N is a normal operator and X ∈ C 2 such that [N, X] ∈ C 1 , then tr ([N, X]) = 0. On other hand, Helton and Howe [1] proved that if A = A * and X ∈ C ∞ such that [A, X] ∈ C 1 , then tr ([A, X]) = 0. Kittaneh obtained the following. Theorem 1. (Theorem 6, [2] ). Let T ∈ L(H) be such that both I − T * T and I − T T * are in C p (H) for some p, 1 ≤ p ≤ +∞, and let X ∈ C q (H), where
Recall that the discrete Cesàro operator is defined on the Hilbert space l 2 (N) of the square summable complex sequences by , . . . ), thus both I − T * T and I − T T * are in any C p with p > 1. Therefore it is natural to ask the question whether tr ([C, X]) = 0 in the case that X ∈ C ∞ .
It turns out that tr ([C, X]) = 0 provided that X satisfies a condition of quasitriangularity (see Theorem 2 below) and not necessarily X be a compact operator.
Main result
Let {e n } n≥0 be the standard orthonormal basis (s.o.b.) of l 2 (N) and let P n be the orthogonal projection onto H n , the span of the vectors e 0 , e 1 , . . . , e n−1 . x ik c kj =
and consequently
which further implies
and thus the proof of the theorem is established.
Corollary 3. If X = X 1 + X 2 with X 1 lower triangular relative to the s.o.b. of l 2 (N) (that is P n X 1 (I − P n ) = 0, for all n), and
, and thus |(I − P n )X * 2 | 2 → 0. Therefore |P n X 2 (I−P n )| 2 = |(I−P n )X * 2 P n | 2 → 0 and thus |P n X(I−P n )| 2 → 0, and the above theorem can be applied.
We conclude this note with the following.
Question 4. (a) What is the structure of X that satisfies [C, X] ∈ C 1 (l 2 (N))? (b) If X ∈ C 2 (l 2 (N)), is it true that [C, X] ∈ C 1 (l 2 (N))?
